**SPACE:**

**OUT OF THIS WORLD**

Elizabeth Bear  
*Ancestral Night*

Ben Bova  
*Earth* and other titles

**Edgar Rice Burroughs**  
*John Carter of Mars*

**Arthur C. Clarke**  
*2001: A Space Odyssey*

**Eric Flint**  
*Boundary* trilogy

**Nancy Kress**  
*Probability Moon*

**Cixin Liu**  
*The Three-body Problem*

James Michener  *(FIC)*  
*Space*

Larry Niven  
*Ringworld* and other titles

**Nnedi Okorafor**  
*Binti*

Kim Stanley Robinson  
*Aurora* and other titles

**John Scalzi**  
*Old Man’s War* and other titles

**Andy Weir**  
*The Martian* and other titles

David Wellington  
*The Last Astronaut*

*all titles SFF unless marked*

Want more personal reading suggestions?  
Try NoveList.